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Abstract
We previously proposed the use of Spectral Subband Energy
Ratio (SSER) as speaker features in a speaker verification
system[1]. Those SSER features were derived from two dis-
tinct components-the harmonic and noise speech parts, which
were decomposed by the Harmonic plus Noise Model(HNM)
from the original speech. In this paper, we report several recent
improvements to this approach. First, we go into the details
of the two distinct speech components and achieve a surpris-
ing better performance by only extracting the separate Spectral
Subband Energy features from each component. Second, we
propose a soft unvoiced/voiced (U/V) decision method to pre-
serve more speech data during HNM analysis and feature ex-
traction. Greatly improved experiment results have shown the
efficiency of this soft U/V decision. Finally, a further prelim-
inary attempt to extract features from linear frequency domain
to mel-frequency domain has also been examined.

Index Terms: Spectral Subband Energy, Harmonic Plus Noise
Model, Soft U/V decision

1. Introduction
Exploring an effective front-end feature which can capture the
intrinsic characteristics of the individual speaker is always a
challenge topic in speaker verification. Recently, many re-
search efforts start to emphasize the contribution of feature
extraction[2][3][4]. Our previous work in [1] was an initial idea
based on the Spectral Subband Energy Ratio (SSER) of two
original distinct speech parts decomposed by HNM. The SSER
features exploited an interaction movement property between
the vocal tract and glottal airflow. This property is an unique
characteristic for any speaker, because of the unique physio-
logical structure of the articulator from the speech production
mechanism[1][5]. However, during our recent in-depth studies,
several detail improvements have updated the effectiveness of
features extracted from the energies of spectral subband.

First, two sets of new features called ”Harmonic Spectral
Subband Energy, HSSE” and ”Noise Spectral Subband Energy,
NSSE” are extracted by looking into the details of the dis-
tinct speech parts decomposed by Harmonic plus Noise Model
(HNM)[5]. It’s known that for an original speech segment, the
deterministic harmonic part mainly captures the physical vocal
tract characteristics, while the stochastic noise part emphasize
the period-to-period variations of the glottal airflow and frica-
tive or aspiration noise. Unlike the previous SSER features, the
HSSE and NSSE features will present insights into, how the
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speaker identity information is captured by the harmonic and
noise speech part separately.

Second, a soft unvoiced/voiced (U/V) decision method is
proposed. In [1], the U/V decision was made by the pitch
tracker, only those voiced frames are used for speaker verifica-
tion, while the unvoiced frames are discarded because they have
no harmonic part after the pitch-synchronous HNM analysis[5].
However, most of the unvoiced frames are not the pure si-
lence. They may be voiceless consonants, nasal and fricative
sounds[5][6] which may even contain rich cues of speaker iden-
tity although their fundamental frequency equals to zero. To
avoid the unreasonable discarding, our soft U/V decision in-
corporates both of the Energy-based VAD algorithm [7][8] and
pitch tracker U/V decision [5] to make sure that, these informa-
tive unvoiced frames are retained and the pure silence frames
are discarded.

Finally, to further exploit the potential of our spectral sub-
band features, we have done a preliminary attempt to extract
features from linear frequency domain to mel-frequency do-
main. We assume that spectral subband energies/energy ratios
in the mel-frequency domain may carry some informations re-
late to human auditory perception, and expect this will enhance
the robustness of our features.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 re-
views the HNM speech analysis and SSERs feature extraction.
Section 3 describes how our previous work is improved. Exper-
iments and results appear in Section 4, followed by conclusions.

2. Review of SSERs feature extraction
2.1. Harmonic plus Noise Speech Analysis
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Figure 1: Harmonic speech analysis

The harmonic speech part h(t) for each of the voiced
frames is derived from the analysis of Harmonic plus Noise
Model in a pitch-synchronous way as shown in Figure 1. The
fundamental frequency (F0) and pitch-markers are first esti-
mated [9][10] and the unvoiced/voiced decision is made by the
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pitch tracker for each frame[5]. Each voiced frame is then ex-
tracted by using a two pitch periods Hamming window which
centers at each pitch-marker. The maximum voiced frequency -
Fm used in HNM parameter estimation is fixed to 6k Hz (8k Hz
bandwidth).

Not as the speech analysis in HNM-based speech synthe-
sis, we obtain the noise speech part n(t) by directly subtracting
the harmonic part h(t) from the original speech signal s(t) for
speaker verification:

n(t) = s(t)− h(t) (1)

where s(t) is the original windowed speech signal. Without
parametrization, this form of n(t) can preserve the speaker in-
formation as much as possible in the original speech, and be
supposed to principally model the turbulence of the glottal air-
flow and fricatives.

2.2. Spectral Subband Energy Ratio(SSER)

The previous Spectral Subband Energy Ratio(SSER) features in
[1] are the energy ratios of the harmonic part energy to the noise
part energy of each frequency subband in spectral domain. They
are calculated using the following formulation:

SSERfeature = 10 ∗ log(E
b
h

Eb
n

) (2)

where Eb
h and Eb

n denote the spectral subband energy of h(t)
and n(t) in each frequency subband respectively.

Eb
h = ΣBe

k=Bs|STFT{h(t)}|2k,

Eb
n = ΣBe

k=Bs|STFT{n(t)}|2k
(3)

where STFT is the short-time Fourier transform, Bs and Be
represent the starting and ending frequencies of the spectral
subband. The bandwidth BW of each frequency subband is
defined as:

BW = Be−Bs = (min(F0) + max(F0))/2 (4)

where min(F0), max(F0) indicate the minimum and maxi-
mum fundamental frequencies of the speakers. In our study, the
F0 dynamic ranges [min(F0),max(F0)] are fixed to [50, 300]
for male and [75, 400] for female speakers, respectively. The
reason for setting BW , as the averaged F0 value, is that we
would like to have as many spectral subbands as possible but
each spectral subband should be able to represent the pitch-
synchronous harmonics. In this way, the SSER features, which
can provide a detailed interaction characteristics between the
vocal tract and glottal airflow frame by frame, are expected
to reflect the physiological structure of the articulator of the
speaker.

Therefore, with a sampling rate of Fs and a bandwidth
of BW , a D = round(Fs/2BW ) dimensional SSER fea-
ture vector will be generated for each voiced frame with the
starting frequencies of the spectral subbands as Bs (Bs =
0, BW, 2BW, · · · , (D ∗ BW − 1)). Since BW is gender-
dependent, the dimensionality of SSER features for female and
male speakers are different. In our study, D is 33 for female
speakers and 45 for male speakers.

3. Improvements
3.1. HSSE and NSSE features

The harmonic and noise speech part have different physical
meaning during the speech production. Except for the SSERs’
interaction characteristic property between the two parts. How
much information of speaker identity included in each separate
speech part also deserves our deep study. Meanwhile, the vocal
tract, which is usually intuitively considered to be more empha-
sis on the linguistic information of the speech, and the variations
of glottal airflow, which is more important for speaker verifica-
tion always attracts our investigation. Just as the names implies,
HSSE (Harmonic Spectral Subband Energy) and NSSE (Noise
Spectral Subband Energy) features are calculated as follows:

HSSEfeature = log(Eb
h),

NSSEfeature = log(Eb
n)

(5)

where log denotes the base-10 logarithm, Eb
h and Eb

n represent
the spectral subband energy of h(t) and n(t) respectively as
the same in Eq. (3). Identical bandwidth BW and the feature
dimension D = round(Fs/2BW ) in SSER features are used
for both of HSSEs and NSSEs.

Preliminary experiment results in Section 4 will show us
an interesting achievement: EERs of NSSE features are much
lower than SSERs and HSSEs. Just like conclusions from re-
search of perceptual speaker identification, the high frequency
noise parts, n(t) which include fricatives or nasal sounds
are more effective to encode the individual speaker identity
information[11][12].

3.2. Soft U/V decision

To preserve frames corresponding to unvoiced sounds (except
silence) and discard frames of silence more accurately at the
same time, we incorporate the Energy-based VAD algorithm
[7][8] into the pitch-tracker U/V decision made by HNM anal-
ysis. For each pitch-synchronous frame, its final soft U/V deci-
sion Suv is made by the following criterion:

if Tuv ∪ Vuv = 1, then Suv = voiced

else Suv = unvoiced
(6)

where Tuv is the label of pitch-tracker U/V decision with Tuv =
1 for a voiced frame and Tuv = 0 for an unvoiced frame. Vuv

is the label of Energy-based VAD algorithm: Vuv = 0 for a
silence frame while Vuv = 1 for a speech frame. In particular,
Vuv is not synchronous with the Tuv , because the silence detec-
tion labels are extracted at every 10ms using a 25ms Hamming
window, while the pitch-tracker U/V labels are extracted in a
pitch-synchronous way. Therefore, additional time alignment is
needed during the union operation in Eq. (6).

After using the soft U/V decision, we take those non-silence
frames with Suv = voiced and Tuv = 0 as ”virtually voiced”
frames because they are actually informative unvoiced segments
(speaker traits are contained in noise speech parts after HNM
analysis). This is also the origin of our ”soft U/V decision”.
For these ”virtue voiced” frames, F0 values are first linear in-
terpolated, and then the same operations of HNM analysis and
feature extraction are implemented as for voiced frames though
these virtual harmonics may not capture any speaker informa-
tion. Therefore, all of the features of Suv = voiced frames are
used for speaker verification.
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3.3. Mel-frequency domain feature extraction

To introduce effects of the human auditory perception into
our spectral subband features, we have done a preliminary at-
tempt to extract features from linear frequency domain to mel-
frequency domain. Meanwhile, this transfer is expected to en-
hance robustness of our features. Similar to the extraction of
MFCCs, the spectrum of h(t) or n(t) is first transferred from
the linear frequency domain to the mel-frequency domain using
Eq. (7):

Mel(f) = 2595 log(1 +
f

700
) (7)

where f is the linear frequency. Then, in mel-frequency do-
main, we divide the whole spectrum of speech into K parts av-
eragely without using the frequency subband delimiter BW in
Eq.(3). Finally, K dimensional spectral subband energies and
energy ratios are calculated to form the HSSE, NSSE and SSER
features in mel-frequency domain.

4. Experiments and Results
In this section, we present the experimental evaluations of our
improvements on the spectral subband energy using a GMM-
UBM based speaker verification system[13]. Performance com-
parison among SSERs, HSSEs and NSSEs features will be first
examined, followed by the effectiveness validation of soft U/V
decision approach and preliminary results demonstration of fea-
tures extracted in the mel-frequency domain. Further more,
the combination of our spectral subband energy-based features
and the conventional MFCCs will also be provided to better
speaker verification performance. We use 863 Putonghua (Man-
darin) corpus [14] in experiments and equal error rate (EER) to
measure the performance. No score normalization and channel
compensation are applied in this study.

4.1. Database

The 863 Putonghua corpus was a Mandarin-speaking corpus
and developed in China supported by the National High Tech-
nology Plan [14]. This database was collected under clean envi-
ronments at 16kHz sampling rate with CD1-141 microphones.
Its reading scripts were extracted from the newspaper “People’s
Daily” and especially designed for a phonetic balance. Clean
recording environment and unique channel condition makes this
corpus be a good candidate for this study to examine the ef-
fectiveness of new features. Table 1 summarizes the detailed
information of this corpus.

Table 1: Specifications of 863 Putonghua corpus
Language Mandarin Chinese

No. of speakers 185 (93/92 males/females)

No. of utterances per speaker 620 - 650

Duration per utterance 1 - 10 seconds

Speaking style Reading

Reading scripts Phonetically balanced

Microphones CD1-141

Waveforms 16k Hz, 16 bits

Acoustic environment Quiet sound office

4.2. Experimental Configurations

To make a text-independent evaluation task for speaker veri-
fication, both of the training and testing utterances have been
carefully selected. The maximum duration of all the utterances

is around 10 seconds. Therefore, we constructed a 10second-
10second (10-second for training and 10-second for testing)
evaluation task by selecting only those utterances with around
10 seconds length. 76 utterances from male and 84 utterances
from female target speakers are selected for model training
(training data of each target speaker only has one utterance),
while the testing set is selected from the rest of 10-second ut-
terances including 1680 male and 2004 female test utterances.
In total, there are 7038 and 5770 test trials for female and male
speaker verification, respectively.

Conventional MFCC features were extracted using a 25ms
Hamming window with a 10ms frame shift for each speech
frame. In this study, 39-dimensional features (13-MFCCs
with their delta and delta-delta coefficients) with VAD, CMS,
RASTA and Gaussianization processing were extracted for
comparison. Two Universal Background Models (UBM) were
trained gender-dependently, each of them has 128 Gaussian
mixture components (128 achieved the best EERs for MFCCs).
We set the relevance factor to 16 during maximum a posteriori
(MAP) adaptation [13].

4.3. Results

4.3.1. New features examination and soft U/V validation

First half part of table 2 shows results on the original SSER,
HSSE and NSSE feature which are extracted only in the voiced
speech frames before doing the soft U/V decision. EERs of
SSERs listed in the second column of table 2 are the same as in
[1]. As shown in the second part of table 2, by adding the soft
U/V decision approach to each type of proposed features leads
to significant relative reductions in error rate, especially for the
female speaker verification.

Table 2: Performance comparison of Spectral Subband Energy-
based features, in EER (%).

Original features before soft U/V decision

SSERs HSSEs NSSEs

female 8.90 9.38 7.26
male 10.68 6.94 6.87

Features after soft U/V decision

SSERs HSSEs NSSEs

female 8.14 7.48 5.73
male 9.87 6.79 5.28

It’s worth noting that, both of results on the separated
speech part features-HSSEs and NSSEs, are much better than
the interaction energy ratios between harmonic and noise part-
SSERs, after soft U/V decision. Particularly, NSSE features
get the best performance, this surprising finding is much similar
to conclusions from perceptual speaker identification: the high
frequency noise parts, which include glottal airflows or frica-
tives and nasal sounds are more effective to capture the individ-
ual speaker information.

4.3.2. Baseline system comparison and combination

The results of baseline system with 39-dimensional MFCC fea-
tures in table 3 are updated from our previous results in [1],
because we have noticed a small flaw in the previous VAD im-
plementation that stemmed from a time misalignment between
the VAD labels and the MFCCs frame labels. We fixed the flaw
in this study although it has only a very small effect on the base-
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line performance. The updated 39-MFCCs scores are used to do
the linear score fusions with average weights on the variety fea-
tures.

Table 3: EERs(%) of baseline and combination systems.
Features Female Male

39-MFCCs 6.17 5.50

HSSEs-soft + 39-MFCCs 4.33 4.46

NSSEs-soft + 39-MFCCs 3.69 3.42
SSERs-soft + 39-MFCCs 4.08 4.48

HSSEs-soft + NSSEs-soft +
39-MFCCs

3.54 3.88

In table 3, the labels ”-soft” denote features with the soft
U/V decision applied. We note that improvements on all of the
score fusions are quite substantial: for the combined ”HSSEs-
soft + 39-MFCCs” system, it has a relative 29.82% and 18.90%
EER reduction over 39-MFCCs baseline for female and male
trials respectively; for the ”SSERs-soft + 39-MFCCs” fusion
system, it gains almost the same complementary information
from ”HSSEs-soft” features. Especially, in the ”NSSEs-soft +
39-MFCCs” system, significant improvements are achieved by
reducing the EER from 6.17% to 3.69% for female and 5.50% to
3.42% for male, it provides the actual best performance which is
expected to be obtained from the ”HSSEs-soft + NSSEs-soft +
39-MFCCs” system. However, all of these large improvements
are to be expected, since features based on the HNM decom-
position and MFCCs represent individual speaker information
from different aspects, it’s reasonable to exist much comple-
mentary information between them.

4.3.3. Results of features in Mel-frequency domain

Figure 2 demonstrates effects of the proposed features-HSSEs,
NSSEs and SSERs extracted in the mel-frequency domain,
which are expected to bring human auditory cues to enhance
the generalization and robustness of new features. Here, only
results of female trials are illustrated. However, from the EER
curves in figure 2, the preliminary features extracted in mel-
frequency domain have not given us better performance over
features extracted in linear frequency domain, even the best
EER in figure 2 is 5.96% from NSSEs, which is almost the same
with result in table 2.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, three improvements on feature extraction based
on HNM speech decomposition have been proposed for speaker
verification. Results in the above sections have validated the ef-
fectiveness on new features (HSSEs, NSSEs, SSERs) and the
soft U/V decision approach. Meanwhile, great complemen-
tary informations to the conventional MFCCs have also been
obtained after score fusion. However, the initial experiments
on mel-frequency domain feature extraction have no immediate
improvements as our expectation, this will be further examined.
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